You Can Nurture a Student Engineer For as Little as 60 Minutes a Week!

Would you like to positively affect the engineering development of UNM ECE students by sponsoring a Senior Design project? What better way to impart your love of technology and IEEE principles than to mentor a student engineering team!

All UNM ECE students must complete two consecutive semesters of an engineering Senior Design project. Students work in teams of 3-5 as they go through a complete design, development, and documentation cycle on an engineering project with real-world applications. To maintain a high level of quality and technical depth, the ECE Department is seeking motivated and experienced professionals to help guide these future engineers through this challenging yet fun step in their professional development.

Senior Design commences each August and runs through May. The cutoff date for project proposals is August 9th of each year, however, you are encouraged to start the process earlier. If you would like more information please contact the course Instructor, Rich Compeau (mailto:rcompeau@unm.edu) and you will receive a Senior Design Sponsor Kit via email.